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The Free Library of Philadelphia

…advances literacy

…guides learning

…inspires curiosity

We serve a city of 1.5 million people with 

fifty-four library locations and 15,000 

library programs every year.



Culinary Literacy Center

Business Resource and Innovation Center

Special Collections and Exhibitions



Prison & Reentry 

Services 

Cultural & Civic 

Engagement



Book Bike

One Book One Philadelphia



Stories For All!
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PHILADELPHIA



• A vibrant hub for arts and culture with a 
thriving literary scene

• A city of eds and meds

• Rapidly changing

• Growing after decades of population decline

• A sanctuary city

• The poorest large city in the United States

• Persistently high adult illiteracy rates

PHILADELPHIA



Where & Why

• Grant provided for 3 story dispensers

• Outside of traditional library settings

• Places our other programs do not reach

• Dependable partners who engage 

communities who need to know more about 

the Free Library



Philadelphia International Airport



• All about the airport

Why The Airport?

• Existing partnership built around a Free Library 

WiFi hotspot and reading lounge

• Allowed us to refresh the space 

• On-site staff who can maintain the dispenser

• High traffic, promotes the Free Library to 

residents and visitors



South Philadelphia 

Health and Literacy Center



• All about south philly

Why South Philadelphia Health and 
Literacy Center?

• Multi-use, high-traffic property with a library 
branch, recreation center, and pediatric clinic

• Existing partnership with the Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia

• Diverse neighborhood with a mix of families, long-
time residents, young professionals, and English 
language learners

• Right next to a busy subway stop

• Library staff committed to monitoring the 
dispenser



• Waiting room for youth 

and families before 

supervised visits or case 

worker appointments

• Bring literacy and fun to 
an otherwise difficult 

environment

• Low-traffic, but that’s okay

• Existing partnership with 

DHS

• No on-site staff = a 

challenge to maintain

Department of Human Services



• Successes:

• 24,000 stories distributed

Successes

• 24,000 stories printed!

• Expanded partnerships

• Positive press and 

social media 

interactions

• Promote library 

programs
• Cool factor is 100%



So. Many. Stories.



Deepened partnerships with important 

institutions, including the Philadelphia 

International Airport, the Children’s Hospital 

of Philadelphia, and the Philadelphia 

Department of Human Services. 



Great Press That Keeps On Giving…
• CBS This Morning

• New York Times

• Philadelphia Inquirer

• WHYY Public Radio

• Local CBS TV and radio affiliates

• Local print 

• Aviation Pros

• Australian Broadcasting





#social



Practical Learnings
• Need a staff lead to own the project

• Budget for marketing, including    

pop-up banners or wall-decals

• Budget for additional paper

• Give time to program development

• Make sure your content is accessible 

to your audience



What Now?
• More Philadelphia authors

• New partnerships with local literary 

organizations, Temple University Library, 

and a small press

• Change at least one location

• Welcome Short Edition to Philadelphia



The Heim Center 

for Cultural and Civic Engagement



Take Aways

1) Find Your 

Partners

2) Find Your 

Staff Lead

3) Get 

Creative

4) Get Local



Andrew Nurkin

Nurkina@freelibrary.org


